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1. A short review of the development of justice

The problems of justice can only be truly understood and the direction of 
the development recognized, the appropriate reform realised if we have an 
overview of the past and present of the phenomenon in question on both 
national and international level.

That is why it is advisable to examine the past and the present of 
justice and to outline its future at least roughly since the compcnsational 
justice is not so much the form of justice of the present but rather that of 
the future.

In the course of history various justice systems have been used. Of 
these 1 have considered worth examining only those of the last two 
centuries, namely: a) the retributive system, b) the preventive system and 
c) the problems of the restorative justice.

ad. a) The r<?/r/Vw/;'ve punitive justice system, nowadays referred to as 
classical, too, was formed at the end of the 1700s and at the beginning of 
the 1800s by the influence of the civil revolutions mainly in the developed 
European states. Its main idea is that a criminal act is the consequence of 
free will. It depends on the individual what kind of behaviour is 
manifested and as a consequence of this following the establishment of 
guilt the punishment should be proportional to the act committed with a 
punitive aim is well founded and just. According to this theory only such 
a punishment can restore the violated law and order, only such sanctions
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employed by the state can satisfy and soothe the wish for retaliation of the 
society that is present in the victim and the honest citizens as a result of 
the damage, injury and suffering caused by the criminal offence. In the 
retributive justice system the justice is reduced to the relationship between 
the offender and the state, the victim, the person enduring the damage and 
injury caused by the criminal act remains outside the sphere of the 
administration of justice. The compensation, the restoration of damage 
and injury do not take place in most part of the cases. Thus, the demand 
for strict punishments becomes general, the "hang them" mood becomes 
prevailing in a significant number of the victims. For instance: even today 
the number and the rate of those demanding the death penalty is high. The 
death penalty, as the gravest punishment and the loss of liberty with 
various time periods and the imposed fines with various amounts were and 
still are suitable to express the weight of the criminal act.

ad. b) The criminal justice view with 772/ 77, otherwise called
the positivist view, is based on the recognition of the causality regularities, 
of the regularities that prevail in criminal human behaviours. This 
recognition was made possible by the criminal statistical data service 
introduced in the Wcst-Europcan countries in the 1820s. Adolph Quctclct 
the Belgian moralstatist -  considered to be the father of criminology -  was 
the first to analize the criminal statistical data and he formulated his 
thoughts according to which regularities rule in the criminal human 
behaviours just as they do in the sphere of social and natural phenomena. 
This recognition was strenghthened by the criminal sociological and the 
criminal anthropological-genetical trends that appeared in the second half 
of the XIXth century. (Quetelet,A.:1935. Liszt, F.:1905.)

It follows from these views that human behaviour derives directly 
from the human psychological state and from the objective situational 
effects. Indirectly it is the result of the past environmental and genetical 
effects forming the personality, that is to say it is not the manifestation 
of w;7/" independent of the objective relations. Thus, punishment 
cannot be based on purely the weight of the crime and consequently the 
personality, the genetical and social faculties of the offender must also 
taken into consideration during sentencing. Retaliation, deterring 
cannot be the principal aim of punishment, but the personality, the 
genetical faculties and the social conditions of the offender must be 
taken into consideration, and 7222 /Ac Ar/.s'A o/"/AA / 7 r e w 7 ? / / o 7 7  /7777.S'/

C0777C 772 /A c  /727*Cg7'27!22?2/, 2*7 s A o t / A /  A c  ¿Y/Z/xAT^/'Cr/ /A (' 27777777 77277! 72/
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/jMMAyA/ncn/, and the punishment shouid be imposed individuaiiy, 
adjusted to the personaiity and tiving conditions of the offender and not 
in direct proportion to the deed.

Considering these requirements "/rccAnc/A /Jco/ogv "gained special 
importance, that is the specification of the quatity of treatment, handhng 
and education towards the offenders, the following of the preventive, 
spccia) and genera) preventive aims. This attitude brought about the 
recognition that the basic human rights must be ensured for the offenders, 
too. The view surfaced on the basis of the crimina) pohey with preventive 
aim that the punitive system in proportion to the deed is unjust, outdated 
because it concentrates on the seriousness of the deed and does not take 
into consideration the significant persona), genetica) and socia) differences 
among the offenders committing the deed of the same gravity. Although 
these criteria arc fundamental, very significant from the point of view of 
lessening crime and preventing criminality.The experts accepted the 
preventive aims to a significant degree and as a result the criminal laws 
were formed from the beginning of the XXth century that included 
the various criteria of the offenders in the punitive jurisdiction, they 
passed a separate law, for instance concerning juvenile delinquents and 
recidivists.

ad. c) Before introducing the /c^/o/c/zvc justice it is advisable to 
mention that justice has remained unjust to a significant degree despite the 
formation of the progressive principles of the justice with preventive aim 
and despite its practical use because the victims still remained outside 
justice bearing the role of "wcoA nA/HCM" without any compensation of 
damage and injury caused to them.

TAc coHccpA'on q/*rc.s'/orcAvc /;/,s-Acc q/cccx /Ac w'c/An q/*cr/A;c A/ /Ac 
cc/z/rc q/crA7A/;<r///;7.s'Acc. This standpoint comes from the fact that it is the 
victim or the offended person that endures property damage or other 
injuries. Therefore the main aim of justice is the compensation of the 
victim, the restoration of state prior to the criminal deed, or at least striving 
towards fulfilling it. The education and punishment of the offender can 
only come after this to the measure the society still needs it. In this justice 
system beside the compensation, the rehabilitation of the victim and the 
participation of the community play a great role injustice. TAc /j/-c&wA//c;?cc 
q//Ac /c.s/o/Y///'vc /A.sAcc /c/7?:A/c/c  ̂/AcyAs'Acc /;;o/?o/7o/y q/*/Ac .s/c/e, /Ac 
prAic/'/Ac q/ .s'//*/'c/ /cgcA'/y, wA'Ac.s' /o rccrA'zc .sig/A/icc/;/ rc/o/wx A; /Ac 
preyen/ .sy.s'/c/?; q/*/Ac rcr/c/foM /o crAnA?#/ bcc<r/.
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Nowadays the three outhned justice principies -  it can be said -  exist 
side by side in the developed and giobatising countries, and today the 
initiai forms of the restorative justice can aiready be found as weit. On the 
basis of the previous short description it can be stated that the main criteria 
of the retributive, the preventive and the restorative justice can be 
compared by taking into consideration three basic criteria. Nameiy, these 
three criteria are the ideology, the aim and the means of justice. Here 
they are:

a) /Ac rc/r/AM/;vc w  t/ass/cd/ /H.sV/'ce.*
1. its ideoiogicai basis: the concept of free wiii,
2. its aim: retaiiation, deterring,
3. its means: the punitive system is proportionai to the deed.

Aj /Ac prcvc/i/i'vc a/* /ja.sA/w.s/yasV/cc;
1. its ideoiogicai basis: determinism, regularity of crimina) human 

behavior,
2. its aim: prevention (speciai and générai),
3. its means: teaching, education, changing of the sociai reiations, 

individualized punishment.
c) /Ac rc.s/ara/ñ'c or coo;/JCM.so//o/;n/jos/rcc

1. its ideoiogicai basis: determinism, reguiarity of criminaiity,
2. its aim: compensation, prevention,
3. its means: reconciiiation, agreement between the offender and 

the victim or state compensation, individua) punishment.

The outlined types of justice do not aiready and not yet prevaii ciearly 
in the various countries. They usuaily operate through overlapping, the 
fusion of the principies, the dominance of one of the principies, in the 
European countries, for instance, from the 1970s the positivist trend was 
forced into the background and the neo-ciassicai tendency that altered the 
classical trend to some extent strenghtened. Then as a reaction to this the 
neo-positivist and the restorative trends gained grounds for themscives to 
an increasing degree. (Wilkins 1984, Smith-Berlin 1988, Pepinsky-Quiny 
1991, Vigh 1990.) From the above mentioned principles it seems that the 
most important characteristics of criminal justice arc composed in the aim 
of it.
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H. The coming into the foreground of the views referring 
to the victims, their aid and compensation

1. The initial views referring to the victims

in the formation of the viewsystem referring to the victims the inefficiency, 
the ineffectiveness and the aging of the stii) existing justice system piayed 
and stiH ptays a significant roie. The preventive system based on causality, 
treatment that flourished in the middie of the XXth century, combined 
with the retributive justice to a significant degree, were and stii) are 
criticized from the 1960s, f970s. The criticism primariiy concerned and 
concerns the fact that the increased care about offenders has not brought 
about the expected effect because crime and the rate of recidivists are 
on the increase, that is the dccriminaiisation, deponeiisation, the demand 
for humane procedures have not resuited in the increased respect of the 
sociai norms, of the sociai vaiucs. (Wright-Gaiaway, i989. Nelkcn, i994.)

This dissatisfaction with the justice raised reform thoughts in experts 
who iooked for solution, for more effective means to controi increased 
crime, in accordance to this various movements formed and differing 
views surfaced in the professionat iiterature. Among these views are the 
evaiuations connected to the roie of the victims in the committment of the 
crime, to their piaces in the society and in the punitive justice.

The first significant work in this ficid is that of Benjamin Mcndelson's 
iccture -  ( a iawyer from Jerusaiem) - , "7V;<? /7iv'.s'/7cc7a'e.s o/'A/o-
/TS'yc/;o-.s'oc/'D/ogv.' v/cA/Ho/ogy " at the psychiatric congress held in Bucarest 
in i947. The study created widespread stir among the circles of experts. 
A simiiariy great stir fotiowed Hans von Hentig's book "77;<? (7/?<7
/Ac v/ct/'/H "pubiished in 1948. Stephen Schafer's pubiication-(a Hungarian 
American professor) -, caused sensation, too. (The Victim and His 
Criminal. New York, 1968.)

Parallel to the views surfaced in connection to the victims we can 
mention the 6"* Congress of the international Criminological Society 
(i970. Madrid), on the agenda of which there was the situation of the 
victims of criminal deeds as well, as the topic of debate during a 
roundtable discussion, instead of the expected and planned 20-30-member 
company of experts some 200 members indicated their wish to participate. 
As a consequence of this the inquirers met already at the Victimological 
Congress in Jerusalem in 1973 and the World Association of Victimologists
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formed there and it hotds its Congress every three years. (Vigh, J. -  
Károly, E. : 1970.)

To sum up the initial manifestation relating to the victims it can be 
said that from among the representatives of criminal science a lot and 
more and more wished to take part in the remedy of the victim's rights, 
injuries, in the formation of a new justice system that represents the 
interests of the victims,too.

2. International organisations for the defence of the victims

The standpoints and the resolutions of the international organisations gave 
great significant impetus in recognizing the rights of the victims and 
having them recognized since they served as recommendations lor the 
states belonging to the organisations and showed directions to work out 
the reform of justice.

From among the standpoints of the international organisations we must 
mention, above all, the Declaration of the UN accepted on November 29'\ 
1985. "77æ Dec/arah'o/? q/7/?<? Fa.sZc f/7/;c//Æs* q/./a.s'?/ce ?'/? to
/Ac q/OV/ama//lets' a;?i/ //;<?/!/ja.sc q/zTtAarái'''. This Declaration
was formed on the basis of the standpoint of the 7th Congress of the UN dealing 
with Crime Prevention and Treatment of the Offenders. (UN Declaration 1985.) 

The principal themes of the Declaration are as follows:
-  millions of people suffer injuries unjustly as a consequence of 

criminal acts and abuse of authority, and the rights of these victims 
are not efficiently provided,

-  there is a need for national and international measures to 
acknowledge, to respect and to ensure the rights of the victims,

-  the member states are expected to implement social, economic, 
health, educational crime preventive policy in order to avoid 
becoming a victim,

-  to promote the participation of the society in crime prevention,
-  to give help to the victims,
-  to revise the effective norms and practice so that they are in 

conformity with the international norms,
-  to cooperate with other states in giving mutual legal and 

administrative help,
-  to support such research work that could lessen the chance of 

becoming a victim.
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The European Counci) verified its standpoint, "-Rocowwoor/ot/oH 
co7?corHo?g t/;e cr/oHoa/ oor/ oor/*ect/'ooo//yroaerAaa/ /ow.stoa<:(oo//;t o/t/?e 
wct/o?x" already on June 28th, 1985. This very significant Recommenda
tion from the )ega) point of view expressed the following main principtes 
for the member states:

-  the pohce have the duty to treat the victim in such a way that he/she 
does not suffer further psychotogica) injuries, what is more it must 
give information about the rights of the victim and the rcparationa! 
conditions concerning him/her,

-  in the accusationa) process of the procedure it must be taken into 
consideration whether the offender had given compensation to the 
victim or not,

-  in establishing the sanction applicable against the offender, the 
demands of the victim must also be taken into account

-  compensation for the caused damage by the criminal act must be 
placed in the foreground as a principal penalty, or as a subsidiary 
or substitutional punishment,

-  the compensation of the victim must be carried out similar to that 
of a fine,

-  in the case of making a criminal act public, the identity of the 
victim must be kept confidential, or it must be carried out in a way 
it does not violate the personal rights of the victim,

-  the victim and his/her family must be protected from the revenge 
of the offender, the danger of which exists especially in the case of 
organised crime,

-  the possibility must be sought for a mediatory, reconciliatory 
procedure between the victim and the offender, for disregarding 
the formal criminal procedure, with all of its favourable 
consequences.

We must also mention, from among the recommendations of the 
European Council, the Recommendation published in 1987 under the title 
"/l/yoMt t/?<? /;<?//7 to ùe g/v<?o to t/?e v/oton^ o/;<r/ oZ?out t/;<? /jroveot/'o/; o/ 
¿?ecoM?ô;g a v/ctâa This Recommendation especially places emphasis on:

-  the importance of the scientific research work in connection to the 
victim,

-  awakening the conscience of the public towards supporting the 
victims,
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-  ensuring an immediate health, psychoiogicat and financia) hetp,
-  information about the current taw during criminal procedure,
-  encouraging voiuntary heip,
-  informing the pubiic about the existence and avaitabihty of 

helping service,
-  giving detailed information about the possibilities and means of 

the prevention of becoming a victim.

This recommendation follows and gives voice to such a criminal 
policy that already reflects a modern victimological view.

Beside the above introduced declaration of the UN and of the 
European Council, an important role is played by the European Forum for 
Victim Services, which was formed at the end of the 19S0s to protect 
victims. Today this organisation is the one that coordinates the victim 
service organisations in the European countries. The Hungarian White 
Ring Society is also the member of the European Forum for Victim 
Services.

As it can be seen in the recommendations of the basic international 
organisations there is a demand to compensate the victims and it shows an 
increasing tendency. It is all the more obvious, however, that putting the 
nice principles into practice advances with difficulties. It always seems 
more simple to work out such principles that refer to the alteration of 
reality, to the specification of the direction of development, than to realize 
those new principles that arc considered to be right. We must accept the 
fact that the realisation of these new principles that reflect reality and its 
regularities can only be realized slowly because of the long process of the 
conflicting interests and of the formation of consciousness.

Let us, however, examine it more closely what kind of principles arc 
needed to be put into practice and what kind of organisational forms are 
needed to be realized in order to effectuate the restorative justice. For this 
reason it is justified to give a brief summary of the knowledge as regards 
the restorative justice that can be almost fully found in the book of Daniel 
Van Ness and Karen Heetderks Strong entitled The
authors pose 4 questions and give 17 answers in the following orders:

1. IF/;<7/ A rasVcrahvi?
-  It is a way o/*//;h?A*b;g about crime and our response to it.
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-  I t  f o c u s e s  o n  t h e  /7777*7/7 07777307/ ¿ y  c 7*//77o : r e p a i r i n g  t h e  h a r m  d o n e  t o  

v i c t i m s  a n d  r e d u c i n g  f u t u r e  h a r m  b y  p r e v e n t i n g  c r i m e .

-  It  r e q u i r e s  o f f e n d e r s  t o  t a k e  /*e3/7o/;.s'//7////y f o r  t h e i r  a c t i o n s  a n d  f o r  

t h e  h a r m  t h e y  h a v e  c a u s e d .

-  I t  s e e k s  7*07/7*033 f o r  v i c t i m s ,  /*000/77/70/730 b y  o f f e n d e r s  a n d  

/*0777/og/'r7//o/7 o f  b o t h  w i t h i n  t h e  c o m m u n i t y .

-  I t  i s  a c h i e v e d  t h r o u g h  a  o o o / 7o/*77//v e  0 //0 7/ b y  c o m m u n i t i e s  a n d  t h e  

g o v e r n m e n t .

2 . / V o w  /.s' /*o.s7o 7*7///vo  /773/7'co 7////07*077/ /70777 w/777/ w o  7/0 / / o w ?

-  I t  v / o w 3  07*7777/7777/ 770/3 77707*0 o o 77;/77*e/70773/ v o 7̂ :  r a t h e r  t h a n  d e f i n i n g  

c r i m e  o n l y  a s  l a w b r e a k i n g ,  i t  r e c o g n i z e s  t h a t  o f f e n d e r s  h a r m  

v i c t i m s ,  c o m m u n i t i e s  a n d  e v e n  t h e m s e l v e s .

-  I t  //?vo/vo.s' /7707*0/777///03: r a t h e r  t h a n  g i v i n g  k e y  r o l e s  o n l y  t o  g o v e r n 

m e n t  a n d  t h e  o f f e n d e r ,  i t  i n c l u d e s  v i c t i m s  a n d  c o m m u n i t i e s  a s  w e l l .

-  I t  7770773777*03 37/00033 r////è/*o/7//v: r a t h e r  t h a n  m e a s u r i n g  h o w  m u c h  

p u n i s h m e n t  h a s  b e e n  i n f l i c t e d ,  i t  m e a s u r e s  h o w  m u c h  h a r m  h a s  

b e e n  r e p a i r e d  o r  p r e v e n t e d .

-  I t  recognizes the importance o f 077/777777777/7  ̂7/7 vo///7 e/7 / 77777/ /777/777//V0 
in responding to and reducing crime, rather than leaving the 
probiem o f crime to the government aione.

3 . / V o w  c/oo.s 7*OS/0777/7 VO/ 773/7 0 0  7*03/90777/ /O 0777770?

-  I t  e m p h a s i z e s  v/0/7/77 / o c o v o / y  t h r o u g h  r e d r e s s ,  v i n d i c a t i o n  a n d  

h e a l i n g .

-  I t  e m p h a s i z e s  7000/77/70/730 ¿ y  //70 77//0777/07* t h r o u g h  r e p a r a t i o n ,  f a i r  

t r e a t m e n t  a n d  h a b i l i t a t i o n .

-  I t  e s t a b l i s h e s  p r o c e s s  t h r o u g h  w h i c h  p a r t i e s  a r e  a b l e  t o  7//3COV0/* //70 

Z777//7 a b o u t  w h a t  h a p p e n e d  a n d  t h e  h a r m s  t h a t  r e s u i t e d ,  t o  /7/077/7/ÿ 

//70 777/M3 /7C03 i n v o l v e d  a n d  t o  /7g/*oo 077 /77/777*0 oc/7'0/73 t o  a d d i e s s  

t h o s e  h a r m s .

-  I t  e s t a b l i s h e s  e v a l u a t i o n  p r o c e s s  t h r o u g h  w h i c h  t h e  c o m m u n i t y  

a n d  g o v e r n m e n t  m a y  c o n s i d e r  w h e t h e r  / / o w  3/7*77/ e g / 0 3  /o  /7/*ovo/7/ 

07/7770 a r e  n e e d e d .

4 . / V o w  7/003 7'03/O7'77//V0 / 773/700 30oA  /O /77*0V077/ 07*77770?

-  I t  b u i l d s  o n  t h e  3/7*o/7g //73 o /  c o / 7;/7;;//?/7y  77777/ //70 g o v o /*/7777 077/. T h e  

c o m m u n i t y  c a n  b u i l d  p e a c e  t h r o u g h  s t r o n g ,  i n c l u s i v e  a n d  r i g h t e o u s
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relationships, the government can bring order through fair, 
effective and parsimonious use of force.

-  It emphasizes the need to /;<r/z/z;.s' in order to prepare for
the future.

-  It seeks to /ecozzc/Vc offenders with those they have harmed.
-  It helps communities learn to rcm/cgrofi' victims and offenders.

The posed questions and the given answers outline the essence of 
restorative justice and create the possibility to form those institutes, 
practical programs on the basis of such and similar arguments that ensure 
the reform of the current justice, of the system of a more just sentencing 
and last but not least they significantly increase the efficiency of crime 
prevention, but especially that of the special prevention. Even in the 
international professional literature the discussion becomes more and 
more widespread on the introduction and realisation of the restorative 
justice as a new paradigm.(Groenhuijsen, 2002. Fattah, 1998.)

Since the centra) questions and the principal aims of the restorative 
justice are the compensation of the victims, the reconciliation of the victim 
and the offender it is advisable to examine what possibititics there arc for 
compensation, reconciliation, reestablishing the condition prior to the 
criminal act.

It seems reasonable to place into the foreground four basic areas, 
namely:

a) restorative sentencing of the professional jurisdiction,
b) state restoration or mitigation of damages,
c) mediationa) procedure,
d) social victim service.

ad. a) o/7/;e p z  q/e.w/o/zo/y z zz 'z .S Y /z 'cV z 'o zz

The current professional jurisdiction as the owner of the monopoly of 
justice builds sentences primarily on the sentence relatively in proportion 
to the weight of the act. Since the beginning of the XXth century, of 
course, sentencing beside the proportional to the deed takes or can take 
into consideration the personality, age, past, behavior, social situation and 
other significant criteria of the offender. The compensation, the healing for 
the endured harms of the victim, however, remain outside the frames of 
justice. The formation of victimology, the powerful expression of the
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relevant scientific views, the recognition and ensurance of the demands, 
the rights of the victims gain growing grounds in the judgement of justice 
and iead to the rcaiisation of more and more reform thoughts. The great 
number of professiona! studies require that the reaiisation of the rights of 
the victims, the compensation of their harms shoutd appear a!so in the 
sentences of the judges that is professiona) jurisdiction shoutd a)so he)p to 
bring about the realisation of the rights of the victims. On the basis of the 
recommendation made in )992 by the Academy of Pena) Law in Germany, 
Switxeriand and Austria compensation must be put into the tega) 
consequences. (Rosser, D. 1996. Gorgcnyi, 1. 2001.)

Even today there are already cases where the court encourages the 
offender to compensate or lessen the victim's damage by reducing the 
offender's punishment. The German Criminal Procedure Code united the 
sentencing with the compensation of the damages already in 1987. 
(Rosser, D. 1996.) This fact then shows that there are cases when 
professional jurisdiction is not limited to the punishment proportional to 
the act, either and it surpasses the punitive basic principles of the positivist 
trend as well because the ensurance of the interests of the victim appears 
in the punitive jurisdiction by influencing the way of thinking and 
emotions of the offender.

According to the above mentioned German Penal Code the judge can 
dismiss punishment if it is less than one year and the reconciliation of the 
victim and the oRcnder took place, what is more the attorney himself can 
withdraw the charge in a similar situation. Thus, the reconciliation of the 
victim and the offender and getting the offender interested in damage 
compensation become an integral part of the punitive system, of justice. 
(Rosser, D. 1996.) All this derives also from the fact that a significant number 
of German experts considered, that the /Jeo/ogy" , the positivist
trend had not fulfilled the expectations, its implementation had not brought 
about the decrease of crime, the effective crime prevention and so justice 
must be turned towards the victim service, the compensation of the victims. 
(Schoch, H. 1992.) The compensation of the victim, the admitting of 
responsibility, the regret of the crime from the part of the offender fulfill the 
punitive aims through the rehabilitation of the victims and the constructivity 
of the society. This way the repressive expression of responsibility, the 
application of punishment become redundant.(Rossncr, 1996. page 411.)

There are countries where the compensation of the victim's damage 
can be applied as separate sanction. For instance : Since 1972 in the United
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Kingdom pena) taw refers to the compensation of the victim's damage as 
separate penat form (Compensation Order) if the offender admits his/her 
guitt and is ready for compensation. (Joutsen, M. i 987.) A great part of the 
experts say that this sanction form can onty be apptied in the cases of tess 
serious crimes.

Beyond the measures that keep in mind the protection of the victims, 
to place the restorative justice into the foreground is certified by the fact 
that the current so called neo-classicaf justice system/jurisdiction is 
already out-of-date, it is unable to fulfill the preventions formed as aims, 
the crime prevention, crime decrease. Thus, it needs basic reforms. It is 
worth quoting here one of the American experts' words: 77zc /f/zzc/'z'ca/z 
/zczzzz//;z/7.sYA'c/z'ozz A Az /Ac .s7<r//c q/ cz'Ac.s'. 77zcpzzAA'c A /czz'/'/zcA rz/zzV czzgzy. 
77zc /zzYzc/z'cc/ cxpcrA z?z*c cxAzzzzx/cA czzA/rzzxAYZ/cr/ ... 77zc co.s/.s' q/ /Ac 
czzzzczz/ /zz.s7z'cc zzzc zzzzAczrzz*oA/c A? /Ac /ozzg zzz/z. TAc vz'c/Azzx c/*c /'erzc/AzzA'cc/ 
zAzz*z'zzg p/'occAu/c. TAz'.s' x o  u z 'z / c . S ' / z / ' c < r z i / / c c / z 'z z g  o/'c/Axe/z'.s/Ac/z'ozz Azzv /c<r/ / o  

/Ac z*c/AAzAAzg q/ /';//7.SYA'c//o/i zzzz<r/ /o /Ac /Az*/z;zz/z'c/z q/* o zzcw zzAc/*zzzz/z'vc 
XyX/C7ZZ /AzZ/ WC YYZZZ CY/// /Ac Z*C.S70/YZ/Z'VC/ZZX/ZCC. (Prins, K. 1996.)

In evaluating the relations of our jurisdiction we can also say that our 
jurisdiction cannot ensure the targeted aim, the success of prevention. The 
punishments of retaliatory character are still predominant, the rigid often 
objectionable procedural methods, the secondary victimisation, the 
powerfully proclaimed presumption of the innocence and its interpretation 
at will, the inadequate conditions of law enforcement, etc.

The principle of strict legality renders the humanisation of justice 
especially difficult, the view according to which justice is the monopoly 
of the professional courts. It means then that positions, decisions taken up 
in the cases of petty offences, the disciplinary offences have nothing to do 
with justice. A procedure concerning petty offences that establishes the 
theft of 9000 forints and imposes sanction in the case is not justice, but 
stealing 1100 forints is already a criminal act and so procedure here is 
called justice. How different an ideology it would reflect, an ideology that 
would serve prevention, if we would call justice the disciplinary procedure 
for lesser unlawful behavior, for social jurisdiction or for the mediatory 
procedure as well. So /Ac xz'/zzrz/z'ozz A cA.wAz/c/y z*zpc /o AcgAz /Ac zc/ozzzz 
q//';z,s7/'cc. /o Az/zwAzcc zzzzz/ x/rczzg/Aczz /Ac zcx/ozYz/z'vc /zz.sVz'cc #.s* xoo/z zzx 
po.s.sz'A/c <r//?<7 /zzcvAc /o zcx/ozc xoczzz/ yzvz AYA'c/z'ozz. // A /Azzc /o tvA/c/y
p / ' O / M g e / C  /Ac p / * A z C Z p / c X  o /  Z C X /O Z Y Z /Z V C /Z Z .S '/Z C C  CZZZi/ / O  C Z 'C Z Z /C  /Ac ZZ C C C .S '.SY Z/l'

cz?zzz/z7zozzx /o z*cc/z'zc /Aczzz.
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ad. b) №//'/?;'s* Ay /Ae
The restoration of the damages and the harms caused by the crimina! 

act can be reahzed by the state not only by inspiring justice but also 
directly by compensating the victim's claim for damages.

A significant number of the offenders are not in the position to 
compensate the damage or harm caused by them. For instance: in the case 
of property damage the offender cannot pay, the victim has no insurance 
or other resources by the help of which the damage or its significant part 
could be recovered. In such cases, according to certain experts, compensation 
is the duty of the state. In the West-Europcan states, however, the majority 
of experts disagree with such duty from the part of the state and they say 
that if the state pays compensation to the victim it docs this out of 
generosity and not out duty. In our opinion, however, the compensational 
duty of the state derives from the fact that it monopolized the justice, the 
judgement of the criminal acts and by doing this it deprived the victims 
from taking the law into their own hands, from standing up to the offender. 
What is more, taking the law into your own hands is qualified as criminal 
act in some cases. So from this it is logically follows that the state has the 
duty within certain limits to compensate the victims, to compensate for the 
endured damages and harms.

In most developed countries the victims can directly contact the 
institutes appointed by the state for such aims with their demand for the 
mitigation of their damages with the help of victim service organisations. 
Today the mitigation of damages is aimed at compensating the damages or 
harms caused by violent criminal acts in most cases. The formation of 
state support is owing to victim service organisations that operate mainly 
in West-European countries. The states ensure smaller-bigger amounts of 
money to compensate the victims of criminal acts. Today there is already 
a widespread literature about the compensational theories and their 
practical questions (Gorgcnyi 1. 2001. and Elias R. 1986.), and it proves 
that in an organised state system where justice is basically embodied by 
state jurisdiction the sate is more and more ready to acknowledge the 
victim's rights to state compensation as well.

In connection with state compensation the question often arises 
whether every victim should be entitled to get state compensation or only 
certain well confined people. In defining the circle of victims entitled to 
compensation the exclusion of victims guilty of criminal act usually 
arises, in the cases of property crime the omission of victims who are well
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off, rich, have an above average income saying that state compensation of 
the victims means a great burden for the state and so onty those "/z? zzcczf ' 
can receive compensation. It is a general view that every victim cannot get 
compensation mechanicatly and it is the relevant authorities that pass 
decision on the iegality and extent of compensation on the basis of 
individuai judgement within limited conditions.

In our country state compensation of the victims hardly go back a few 
years. It was on the initiation of the White Ring Association that a demand 
was expressed to work out a compensation system. The Association put its 
study entitled "Hems zzzzr/ zecozzzzzzezzz/e/z'ozẑ  z'zz ze/rz/zoz; /o /Ac A?g<?/,s/cz/?z.s' 
zzzzJ czzzzz/zezz.sYz/z'zzzz o/ /Ac vz'e/zzzẑ  o/ czzzzzz'zzzz/ zzc/.s- " for debate on the Day 
of the Victims of Criminal Act on February 22*"*, 1995. (Vigh-Lang-Orlai- 
Vargâné 1995.) After accepting the aims and means of the above 
mentioned study the Association together with the Ombudsman put up a 
proposal for the competent committee of the Parliament. The proposal 
started to be realized only in 1999 after a long battle when the Law 
Department of the Home Office worked out a "Co/zcep/zo/z" : "Foz* /Ae 
g o v e z z z z z z e z z /  /zzz/z'cAz/ < r/ecz '.sz 'ozz  zzzzr/ / z A z z z z z e z /  / z z o / z o . s Y z /  r/Aozz/ /Ac u Y z z z /z /  Ac 
/Tz AzA'c/zozzc/ /zz.s'A.s <rzzzA o/Acz* zzzcc.sizz'c.s' zzz /Ac z'zz/cz'c.s7 o/7Ac pz*o/cc/z'ozz o/ 
/Ac vzc/zzzz.s zzzzz/ /Ac z"cAz/z'vc.s' c/*c/ Azzz'zzc/ <rzc/.s', /Acz'z* cozzz/zczz.s<rz/z'czz, zzzz/zgrz/zozz 
o/*/Ac r/ozzzrzgĉ  ". This conception put its proposal into words for a govern
ment judicial decision using rich expert knowledge and after a detailed 
analizing process. (1999. 03. 24.) The government debated and accepted 
the proposal and it was passed under the number 1074/1999. (VII.7).

The most important rules of the resolution can be summed up as 
follows:

The government accepts the important documents of the United 
Nations Organisation, the European Council, the European Union worked 
out the way to heat the victims' harms.

The punitive provisions of law must be reexamined in order to 
vaiidate the rights of the victims adequately so that the damage caused to 
them is compensated as soon as possible.

The punitive provisions of taw must include the newer decrees that 
enable the application of a tesser hotding responsibte for the offender in 
case he/she compensates the victim for damages caused by him/her.

It must be examined how much money can be used for the 
compensation of the victim from the wages received from work done 
during enforcement of the law and from fines.
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Such punitive provisions should be aimed at according to which it 
wouid be possible for the prosecuting attorney to enforce private demand 
in connection with the damage in such cases when the judgement of the 
demand does not endanger the quick ending of the crimina] procedure.

The authorities in charge of criminal investigation, of crime 
prevention and of other public measures must give help to the victims to 
know their rights and duties. These organs with the help of the media must 
practice widespread propaganda activity in the interest of the support of 
the victims.

Great attention must be given to the special training of experts who 
work for authorities that act upon the cases of the victims and for other 
state organs. To conform to the levels of public education information 
relating to the protection of the victim, to crime prevention, to the 
recognition of criminal risks must all become part of the National Basic 
Curriculum.

The government ensures the cost of compensation and of the 
administration related to this by the Financial Ministry and the Home 
Office from the year 2000.

In a separate enclosure the government regulated the circle of those 
criminal acts the victims of which can ask for compensation. Furthermore, 
mitigation of compensation can only be given to a person who is in need 
on the basis of his/her income and property relations. In other words, it 
does not surpass the treble of the monthly minimal wage, or fourty times 
his/her property.

This briefly introduced government decree was modified by the 
209/2001. (X.31 ) Government order, the mitigation of compensation tasks 
and their conditions were put down more precisely and professionally on 
the basis of the experiences of the first year.

Nowadays it is the organisation called "For //?e .Sq/ë 
FoMM&fPo/? " sees to it that the public duties of the state in connection with 
the mitigation of the compensation for the victims of violent criminal acts 
are fulfilled. The Advisory Board of the Public Foundation is responsible 
for the carrying out the administrative work, for the decisions made in 
concrete cases.

The number of the petitions handed into the Public Foundation is 
significantly lower in numbers than the number of the effectively 
committed criminal acts or the number of the victims involved in these
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cases. For instance: In 2000 203 accomplished murders and 152 attempted 
murders were committed in Hungary and only 73 petitions relating to such 
acts were handed in , which reflects a 21% rate.

Perhaps it is worth showing the absolute and relative rate numbers of 
the petitions handed in on the basis of the data of the years 2000, 2001 and 
2002.
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Distribution of the petitions solved

The data show that the relatively low number of petitions grow every 
year. (The number of petitions proposed in November and December in 
the years 2000 and 2001 made up some 30% of the petitions handed in 
yearly, so the number of the petitions handed in and solved in 2002 will 
most likely surpass the number of the solved petitions of the previous 
year.). The tota) rate of the rejected and supported petitions is 36% and 
64%. 77?(? /jro/w/V/'o/M// p/' /Ac re/'<?cf<?r/ .s'ecw.s* /;/g/;. A
significant part is piayed here by the fact that the request to suppiy a new 
petition because the first was fitted insufficiency is not met by a tot of 
peopte.

The sums paid for the supported (accepted) petitions are as fottows:



As it can be seen from the data the paid sum so far per capita] is 
retativeiy low but the sum increases twice -  treble the amount per year.

The value of the compensation could only be defined precisely if we 
could have the real volume of the caused damage documented. The real 
value of the above briefly outlined compensation is given by the fact that 
our society has already reached the level where the support of the victims 
by state means has begun and the yearly changes show a favourable 
tendency.

ad. c) 77? о M?ei/?oZ/o/?o/ /7?*осс<г/???с
According to the current conditions the core of the restorative justice 

is formed by the mcdiational procedure.
The essence of the mediational procedure can be summed up as 

follows: it is a form of justice in which with the help of a mediator the 
offender and the victim agree to take part in a reconciliatory procedure 
during which the damage of the victim is fully or partially compensated. 
Such a procedure can take place if the case in question is "/<?go//v c/eo/?", 
that is the committing of the crime is proven, the offender is known and 
he/shc admits the act and the identity, the person is also proven by 
witnesses or by other means beyond any shadow of doubt. According to 
the practice so far mediational procedure usually takes place in the cases 
of damages caused by less serious criminal acts. The criminal case can be 
put on mediational procedure by the police, the prosecution and the court. 
In case the parties (the victim, the offender or either one of them) do not 
accept the negotiation about reconciliation or compensation it is the state 
justice administration that will proccdc with the procedure in connection 
to the crime.

During the mcdiational procedure the mediator, the offender and the 
victim meet to discuss the effect of the criminal act, the caused damage, 
harm, pain and the unusual condition, which was caused by the criminal 
act. The mediator's task is to direct the conversation between the offender 
and the victim, to make the offender feel the unfavourable effects of 
his/her act and to make him/her realize his/her duty to compensate the 
victim. From the victim's part the mediational procedure is successful if 
the victim accepts the amount and the method of the recommended 
compensation by the offender and if he/shc tries to understand the 
offender's way of thinking and emotions in connection with his/her act. 7/ 
сям 7?<? cw?i7??<7e<7 y?w?? ?/;<? A'??ow?? /ос/у .so /or Z/?oZ //;<? /??eo7oZ?'o/;o/
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/ j r o c c í / w c  /;<r/.S' o  F < ? /y  . s ' í 'g n f / / C Y / / ; /  The start of the
reconeihatory programs can be placed in the 1970s and the number of the 
application of such programs in the 1990s in countries, in
Europe and in the United States reached already a relatively high number. 
(Kurki L. 1999.) The number of the victim -  oUender mediational procedures 
significantly increased in the last decade. In Austria, for instance, there 
was a possibility since 1989 for the prosecutor to direct juvenile delinquents 
to mediational procedure. The mediational procedure, the placing on 
probation are organised and carried out by the surveying officers as 
mediators.

If the mediational procedure proves to be successful the prosecutor 
drops the charge. (Lösching, 1997.) In the United States most of the 
mediational programs arc used in the cases of crime of lesser degree and 
for non-violent crime committed by delinquents and the number of 
mediational procedures initiated by the police and the prosecution is on 
the increase. (Umbreit, 1994.)

It is the opinion of several experts that the mediational procedure is 
unsuitable for settling violent or sexual crimes. But differing views can 
also be found. According to a survey carried out in Canada the majority of 
the victims of the above mentioned crimes (89%) wants to meet the 
offender to know why the crime was committe, what thoughts and 
emotions motivated the committing of the crime. The victims hope that 
after such conversations their anger disappears and their mental wounds 
heal. Using these opinions the authorities let the victim and the offender 
meet in prison and have conversations. (Gustavson, Dave. 1997.) 
Nowadays there is mediational program included in more and more cases, 
even in connection with gravely violent crimes, too. (Kurki, L. 1999.)

It must be mentioned in connection with the realisation of the 
mediational procedure that in France there is the strengthening of the 
application of sanctions not followed by detention, especially in the cases 
of juvenile delinquents. Beside this the network of "7ng/; r//?<7 
houses will be developed in the frame of which the possibility of 
immediate justice will be attainable with the development of the 
mediational legal institution between offenders and victims. The 
organisation of the mediational procedure is carried out by judges trained 
for this purpose. (100 crime prevention programs. 1999.)

In our country there is no possibility yet to judge criminal acts and 
serve justice in the frame of mediational procedure since according to the
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Constitution the judgement over criminai acts, that is the monopoiy of 
justice is in the hands of professionai courts. Criminai cases cannot be 
diverted to other state or sociai judging organ. That is why it is a basic 
interest to change the Constitution, to make the mediationai procedure 
possible.

ad. d) 77;e ;7?c/n.s7on o/ 7/;e
Beside the mediationai procedure formed for the reconciiiation of the 

victim and the offender and to compensate, to reduce the damage of the 
victim there arc other kinds of procedurai methods that serve the same or 
similar aims. From among these it is worth mentioning the Cron/9

" when it is primarily the offender, his/her family, the victim, 
the representatives of the police and the mediator who participate. The 
discussion about the committing of the crime and its consequences draw 
up beside compensation the possibilities of the offender's future behavior 
and of the formation of the necessary condtitions for this. This form of the 
restorative justice was first introduced in New-Zeeland at the end of the 
1980s. (Wachtel, T. 1995. Gorgcnyi 1. 2001.)

Instead of the "/h/;;/7v coherence" there is a possibility to organise 
reconciliatory mediationai procedure encouraging the offender to 
compensate the damage of the victim with other groups of the society. 
Such groups can be organised in e.g.: at work, in schools and in other 
social communities to which the offender is connected, where the offender 
is likely to be able to speak honestly about the crime committed, about its 
causes, about his/her plans of the future and last but not least about the 
amount and methods of the compensation of the damage caused by 
him/her.

It is worth mentioning here the scope of duty and the organisational 
formes of the cowA" operating in Japan since 1949. This judging
form is an integral part of the Japanese jurisdiction. According to the most 
general model the court members are: the expert judge, the reconciliatory 
representative of family matters, the probational officer of the family 
court, the judge's secretary, the people in question: the parents, the family 
members, the offender, the victim and the bailiff. The family court is a 
special court that discusses above all family matters and crimes committed 
by juvenile delinquents. The family court is an organisation in which the 
legal basic principles, the social conscience and the social knowledge, 
especially the treatment directed to behaviour and personal relations go
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hand in hand. PracticaMy the function of the court is reahzed in accordance 
to the legal norms in solving the actual problems of the families and of the 
juvenile delinquents.

Applying the handling method of the legal cases the family court 
attempts to diagnose the causes of the actual family and social disorders 
and to come up with a reasonable solution. As regards its nature and 
function this procedure significantly differs from the traditional judicial 
procedure. The procedure of the family courts is not formal and it entirely 
adjusts itself to the conditions of the people present since the hearing of 
the offender or the person in question does not take place in front of an 
unknown audience. The aim of the law referring to the family court is to 
create the peace in the family and to maintain the cooperation between the 
members of the family with respect to the predominance of the human 
dignity, to ensure the development of the juvenile delinquents on the basis 
of personal faculties and of the family relations with educational effect. 
(Guide..., 1989., Yokoyama, M. 1996.)

The efforts to be made in the socialist countries in the 1950s can be 
viewed as the practical precedents of the socialized justice. It was then that 
the criminal political view strengthened, which led towards the gradual 
socialisation and démocratisation of justice. This way it was made 
possible in Hungary that for a less serious crime committed against social 
property the offender could be held responsible by way of disciplinary 
correction. ( 1956 the 11'*' Act, 1966 the 16"' Act). From then on xoe/a/ 
co;;/Vx formed within the frames of the trade unions. (1962 the 24"' Act). 
According to the Act the state criminal authorities could pass on the 
crimes of lesser degree into the hands of the social courts. From among the 
criminologists of the capitalist countries many viewed the social 
jurisdiction started in the socialist countries as examples of the type of 
justice to be followed. (Rudas, 1979.)

In Hungary social jurisdiction was a tolerated form of justice, ";7 wax 
x/raage/or /Ae xoa/ o/T/m /jeo/j/a" (Horvath, 1969. ) since the expertise 
was not ensured during the procedure. Because of this the 24''' Act of the 
year 1975 drew out the criminal cases from the sphere of the authority of 
the social courts and it placed into the foreground the principle of "x7/7c7 
/egaAVy", that is from that time criminal acts could only be judged by 
official state courts. (Vigil, 1980.)

The increasing inclusion of the society injustice is a positive process 
even today from the crime prevention point of view. 77;/x /jrocexx a;a/ ;7x
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qo.s'A/w evo/MirAo/:, Aovwve;* c/oe  ̂770/ 777^777 /A<r/t /̂ /*q/as,s w/;<r///';77*/.sYA'YY7077 
wo://;/ Aeco777C rc<rA;/?&/n/. The definition of the aim of the system and of 
the method of everyday activity in the case of hoiding responsible for 
crimes, however, need reforms and essential reorganisation without any 
doubt. We can find crimina) thoughts in a study written by Tony Peters and 
his co-wnrkers under the tide: "From Community Sanctions to Restorative 
Justice'. (Peters, 2003.)

H!. The restorative justice and crime prevention.

As in the case of the positivist hoiding responsibie with a preventive aim 
means the further deveiopment of the ciassica) view so it is in the case of 
the restorative justice that derives from the exceeding of the positivist 
view. The positivist view reflects reaiity basicaiiy wed : even today we 
think that the idcoiogy of this view is to be foiiowed, nameiy that the 
crimina! human behaviour is aiso the consequence of causai reguiarity , 
that the basic aim of the penai hoiding responsibie is prevention, the 
speciai and genera! prevention, that the means of prevention is the 
formation of the consciousness, heaiing and the estabiishment of suitable 
conditions of existence, it is worth mentioning the words of the great 
French criminoiogist, Gabriel Tarde, who worked at the end of the XiXth 
century, if it is true that criminaiity is none other than the manifestation of 
sociai diseases then when we seek suitabie means to prevent getting these 
diseases necessarily leads to the study of ?Ae #/?<:/ C0777/7A077Y q/lwc/o/
A^AA, in other words of the iaws regulating the existence, the operation 
and the development of the society. (Tarde, 1908.)

Beside the examination of the causes of crime and of the means of 
prevention the quick development of criminology in the middle of the 
XXth century brought to the surface the overshadowed and unjust situation 
of the victims of crimes demanding the protection of the victim, the 
compensation and the healing of the damages and harms caused to them 
and last but not least the demand that the victims get a worthy place in 
justice. The ensurance of this, in other awr/.s- /Ac q/7Ac
/T/.s/Ac /;;c6f/7.y /Ac wo/'A/'/zg c/v/ o/'a 7/cw /M.s'/z'cc .sy.s/c/7; /A#/ cA.s'777/'.s'.s'c.s' /Ac 
/9777?//z'vc /o /Ac /MfisYA'cAo/: q/ /Ac cAr/.s-.s/ccv/ A*c77<r/,
A/Ac.s' <9/; azzA/A/'/AcT* Acvc/op  ̂/Ac c<:A7c<r//;'c7? A<r/.s'cc/q/'cvczz/zTc .sy.s/c//; o/7Ac 
/90.sA/v/'.s7 /7*c/7<r/ r/z/A /7 pA/ccy /Ac cozz/qc/ZYcZ/oz? q/ /Ac v/'c/Az;, /Ac AcoAz/g q/
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/Ac/'/* A<r//*///.s' A/ /Ac cc/?//*c o / Ao/AA/g /'c,s'//r///.s/'A/c, <r//;A /7 wo/ As* Ac//A /c 
c//.s://*c /Ac /cco//c/7/7///c/; q/*/Ac v/c/A/M* c///A /Ac q/Ze/zAe/'v.

The restorative justice is then the sociat and state organ of the 
settlement of criminal acts and of other legally prohibited human 
behaviours such as damages or harms caused by petty offences happening 
regularly in the society, of the reconciliation of the offender and the 
victim, and parallel to this of the prevention and decrease of crime. If the 
restorative justice can ensure the healing of the victim for his/her damages 
and harms then it adds also to the crime prevention especially to the 
success of special prevention.

As for the ensurance of the general prevention, unlike the punitive 
justice it expects restraint from committing a crime not out of fear but the 
general preventive force is embodied by the inspiration to a humane way 
of thinking that takes into consideration the interests of others as well.

Nowadays a lot of people already express the demand to create a 
society based on knowledge. Ever since the recognition of the causal 
regularity of crime criminology expresses more and more strongly that 
criminal acts as the results of the causes of crime can only be decreased, 
can only be prevented if we put an end to the causes or we decrease their 
effect. (Vigh J., 1964.)

Now then if we want to create a society in which the number and rate 
of crime decreases to a minimum level then first of all we must thoroughly 
get to know the ruling criminogenic factors in the society and we can only 
prevent and decrease crime in proportion as we do with the criminogenic 
factors leading to crime: we can change and alter the social relations. 
(About crime prevention 1. -  H. 1983, 1984.)

When the leading criminal politicians of a country accept the 
principles of crime prevention it makes it possible to realize the principles, 
to establish the organisational frames of crime prevention. The prevention 
at first was only manifested in some experimental programs but nowadays 
the organisational and financial conditions of more and more crime 
prevention programs are created in the developed democratic states. The 
Canadian National Crime Prevention Centre, for instance, published a 
book on 100 programs about crime prevention in 1999. (Waller, !.: 100 
Crime Prevention Programs. 1999.) The programs introduced in the book 
deal with a significant percent of the states, regions and cities of our world, 
which mean that the use of the various forms of crime prevention has 
become a general phenomenon.
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In our country the thoughts concerning crime prevention from the part 
of the leaders of criminal policy were already accepted at the beginning of 
the 1970s. A decision was made that with the new Pena! Code to have been 
enacted in 1979 the Crime Prevention Act was to be put into force as well. 
The Minister of Justice , however, was convinced that a thorough scientific 
research had to be carried out before making such a taw. So he asked the 
Criminotogical Department of the Eötvös Lóránd University's Faculty of 
Law to work out the topic scientifically and to prepare a comprehensive 
report on the basis of which the crime prevention law could be made.

The research work was finished in 1982, the Ministry of Justice 
received the nearly 1000 -  page research material that was published in 
two volumes by the Ministry. (About Crime Prevention 1. and II. 1983, 
1984.) The law was not prepared because the leaders of criminal policy 
and representatives of the crime authorities (the court, the prosecution, the 
police, the law enforcement) could not reach an agreement on several 
questions. And from the 1990s the questions of the social transformation 
came to the foreground. It is only nowadays that there is a new possibility 
to form debates about the problems of crime prevention, to get the 
ministries in question to appoint experts to prepare crime prevention laws 
and to form various state and social crime preventing organisations.

This means that our country is among the camp of the countries that 
actively fight for crime prevention. In this camp the initiatives for crime 
prevention and for the restorative justice, new theoretical basis are created 
for the fight against crime, and they suggest that new organisational forms 
should be established. The formation of the state and social crime 
prevention requires the total reform of the current jurisdiction basically 
reflecting the neo-classical trend, that opens up the road leading to the 
realisation of the restorative justice.

!V. The future of the restorative justice.

Nowadays a lot of experts ask the question whether the restorative justice 
forms can adjust themselves to the retributive theories, to the jurisdiction 
that is based on the neo-classical trend and operates as state monopoly. 
The answers vary. There are people that can imagine it happen, others see 
it as incompatible. There is an agreement, however, that the current 
experts in already leading positions get decisive roles in the future
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development of justice. A iot depends on the experts in question whether 
they are ab)e to view the current jurisdiction as out-of-date, oid, refiecting 
reaiity inadequately, not ensuring crime prevention and the heaiing of the 
victims' harms and to view it as jurisdiction mature enough for reforms. 
(Kurki, L. 1999.) Another precondition of the application of the principles 
of restorative justice is that the public should be able to get familiar with 
the restorative principles and with the restorative justice methods 
introduced as first step in a wider aspect. For instance: In the upper 
primary school the curriculum relating to justice and to the solving of the 
conflicts should be made compulsory to a certain degree. The state 
compensation, the sentencings of state courts urging for compensation, the 
permission and organisation of the mediational procedures are all such 
factors that lay the foundation of restorative justice for it to become 
general and to be further developed. These steps are necessary
because such an antidemocratic phenomenon cannot be repeated that 
arose with the abolishment of the death penalty by the Constitutional 
Court in 1990 when 85% of the public agreed with the death penalty and 
was against it. It would have been enough to suspend the death penalty. As 
it is well known that the great majority of the public even today is the 
advocate of the retributive, the retaliative justice and this is why we can 
often experience the /Aew" mood, the demand for a strict
punishment proportional to the deed. (Vigil, J. 1995.)

The advocates of restorative justice explain this by the fact that the 
public have been hearing for the second century that justice is just if the 
crime committed is punished deservedly, proprortional to the deed. A lot 
of experts share this viewpoint. But this is so only because the fate of the 
victim has so far fallen into oblivion without any compensation because 
the personality of the victim has been limited to the "iwr/A u;7;?e.s-.s" role 
injustice. Nowadays, however, when the victims receive compensation, 
mitigation of the damages in already most of the countries, the anger and 
the feeling for revenge of the victims towards the offenders subsides, the 
compensated victims do not even insist on punishment in a lot of cases.

With the development of science, criminal sciences, criminology it 
becomes obvious in a wider and wider circle that the current jurisdiction 
is unjust in many respects since it is not always connected to the 
compensation of the victims. Furthermore it can be viewed as an accepted 
principle by the majority of experts that justice is only just in case it serves 
justice for the victims above all. Nowadays only some percent (5-10%) of
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the caused damage in the cases of crime against property is paid back in 
our country.

It has aiready been mentioned eariier but it is worth mentioning again 
that the basic principies of retributive (or neo-c)assica!) justice do not include 
preventive aims, demands. In contrast to this the restorative justice beside 
protection, compensation of the victims considers prevention also the basic 
aim of the holding responsible system. As regards crime prevention similar 
demand is formed among the principles of the positivist justice as well.

In most countries the initial forms of restorative justice system 
strengthened the belief that preventive activities must be based not only on 
offences against standards and within this on the reaction to criminal acts 
but also on the stimulation, recognition and rewarding of the norm 
following behaviours. This demand has already been mentioned in several 
literature in a lot of places under the title of "/w.sA/A'e AoArA'//g 
rc^oz/.s/A/AYy (Vigh, J. 1988.) The essence of the positive holding 
responsibility can be summed up as follows: A??///a/? AcAav/'o?//*.? can Ac
<r/?T/'r/cc/ 777/0 /W O ¿Mg g/'O 77/AS' //'0/7? /Ac Y/CW /JO/'/?/ o /*  /Ac .SOC/'a/ va/i?C 
/'?/<r/ge/7?e/;/ , /za/zze/y /Ac g/o/z/As- o/* AcAav/'o??/̂  aAAA'/;g /o /Ac /aw azzc/ 
q(?c/7iA'/7g /o /Ac /am Criminal acts belong to the latter group, as the gravest 
injurious to the law behavior forms.There are various possibilities to react 
to these irresponsible behaviours bearing in mind the preventive aims. 
According to the current neo-classical view every criminal act is a kind of 
malum proportional to the deed , it must involve something bad because 
judgement can only be fair this way, this is how proportional to the deed 
can be embodied and the principle of equality can be manifested. (Kurki, 
L. 1999.) The positivist view refuted the legality of the proportional to the 
deed with various penal enactments from the beginning of the 1900s (c.g.: 
1908. 1. Penal Novella about the separate penal laws for juvenile 
delinquents). In other words it means that punishment cannot be imposed 
solely on the basis of the weight of the act, the differences arise in the 
personality of the offender and in the way the crime was committed must 
also be taken into consideration.

Science has recently proven that in the interest of crime prevention we 
need individualized reaction and not proportional to the deed punishment. 
What is more the activity to be exercised in the interest of crime 
prevention can really be effective if we ac/ca/zcc /Ac /<r?n- aAA/zzzg AcAav/oz* 
a/?(/ e/7.H//-e /A z/zzi/cẑ /azzrAzzg by proper education and by getting the 
necessary knowledge. In other words it is the law abiding behaviour that
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we must stimulate and expedite to a greater degree. We can heip the 
prevention of crime and of acts against norms most effectively by 
stimulating people to work and to live their lives with a sense of 
responsibility. // cA'rec//)' f/cc/'vc.s' /;??;?; /AA /A<r?/ /Ac /<f?ty aA/r/mg AcAov/or 
<r;.s' rj .S'oc?'<r?/ /9?o<7??c/ /;??/,?/ Ac ;*cco;;?/7c;?.STT/ eve/? /;j ccv.sc.s' ttAc;? /Ac oc/;'o;? A 
;?o/ o?;A/o;?<7A?g ón/ average or even /;?.s7 reae/;;?g /Ae /eve/ o/ i/e;;?aatr/ ?7? 
/Ae ?';?/ereó/ o / co;7/A?:;a;?ee. This is what we consider positive holding 
responsibility that should be honoured by medal, acknowledgement, 
praise or at least by a "/An;?/: yon " phrase. From among the so far known 
justice forms it is the restorative justice that is the most suitable to ensure 
positive responsibility.

In this justice form the participants beside disagreeing with 
committing criminal acts get the proper conscious and emotional pieces of 
information about law abiding behaviours. This way the participants will 
understand better the regularities of social expectations and crime, that can 
lead to a more and more coordinated human coexistence, slow it may be 
today a society that is being built on more and more knowledge.
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RESÜMEE

Die wicdet hcrsteHendc Rechtsprechung und die Gesellschaft

JÓZSEF ViGH

In den letzten zwei Jahrhunderten sind in den entwickelten Gesellschaften 
drei grundlegende Formen der Rechtsprechung bekannt geworden: a) die 
/-e/A/whve (vergeltende), b) die /90.s'/'//'vA//.s'(V;e (präventive) und c) die 

(wicderherstellendc). Die Rechtsprechung mit dem Zie! der 
Retribution ist ein Produkt der bürgerlichen Revolution und spielt auch 
heute eine wichtige Rohe in verschiedenen Ländern. Die positivistische 
oder auf die Prävention ausgerichtetc Rechtsprechung wurde gegen Ende 
des 19. Jahrhunderts und Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts zu einer anerkann
ten und [läufig angewendeten Form der Rechtsprechung. Das restorative 
System ist die neueste Form der Rechtsprechung. Sie ist erst etwa drei 
Jahrzehnte alt, sie ist theoretisch bereits in mehreren entwickehen Län
dern anerkannt und wird in einem gewissen engen Kreis bereits heute 
angewandt.

Es werden in der Reget vier Formen des Ersatzes und der Kompensa
tion der durch Straftaten verursachten Schäden unterschieden: a) Behebung 
des Schadens durch professionell Rechtsprechung, durch Strafverfahren, 
b) staatliche Schadensbehebung oder Schadcnsmilderung, c) Mediations
verfahren, eine Form zur Versöhnung zwischen den Tätern und den 
Opfern, um die Behebung des Schadens zu fordern und sichcrzustcllcn, 
d) sonstige Formen der Schadensmilderung und der Rechtsprechung unter 
Mitwirkung von gesellschaftlichen Organisationen und Gemeinschaften.

Die Behebung oder Milderung der durch Straftaten verursachten 
Schäden ist heute auf der Ebene der Theorie bei den führenden Kriminal- 
politikcrn schon anerkannt. Sogar in Ungarn -  wo die Rechtsprechung 
kraft Gesetzes ein staatliches Monopol der professionellen Gerichte ist -  
können die Opfer von Gewalttaten unter gewissen Umständen vom Staat 
eine gewisse Schadcnsmilderung erhalten. Das heißt, dass die Chance 
dazu besteht, dass sich neben der neopositivistischen, rctributiven 
Rechtsprechung auch die restorative Rechtsprechung entfaltet, und so 
teilweise auch die Opfer zu ihrem Recht kommen.

Das verhältnismäßige Strafsystem mit dem Ziel der Vergeltung ist 
schon veraltet, während das individualisierte Strafsystem mit dem Ziel der
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Prävention, ergänzt durch die schadensbehebenden Formen der Rechts
prechung ein effizienter Teit des modernen Rcchtsprechungssystems sein 
kann.

Die Umsetzung der präventiven Zieie kann aber nur im Zusammen
wirken mit den Formen der restorativen Rechtsprechung erfoigen. Der 
Schadensersatz oder die Schadensmüderung zwischen Täter und Opfer ist 
das wohftuende Mittei, das sowohi von der Seite des Bewusstseins ais 
auch von der Seite der Emotionen die Effizienz der Vorbeugung von 
Straftaten und Kriminalität am wirksamsten sichersteiien kann. Diese 
Form der Vorbeugung von Kriminaiität kann in erhebiiehem Maße zum 
Aufbau eines menschiicheren und gerechteren Geseiischaftssystems 
beitragen.
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